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Abstract— Closed-loop neural prosthesis systems rely on
accurately recording neural data from multiple neurons and
detecting behaviorally meaningful patterns before representing
them in a highly compressed form for wireless transmission
over a limited-bandwidth link. We present a novel waveletbased approach for detecting spikes, grouping them as bursts
and building a dynamic vocabulary of meaningful burst patterns. Simulation results on pre-recorded in vivo multi-channel
extracellular neural data from the buccal ganglion of Aplysia
demonstrate the feasibility of behavior recognition as well as
data compression (> 500X) by the proposed approach.

I. INTRODUCTION
Fig. 1. Simultaneous recording from four channels in the buccal ganglia
of Aplysia. The multi-channel neural data can be analyzed to differentiate
between two types of swallowing behaviors in the animal [3].

Closed-loop neural prosthesis systems typically involve
analysis of multi-channel recordings from behaviorally relevant neurons for predicting intended behavior before undertaking any preventive/corrective/assistive actions by appropriate neural stimulation/drug delivery. There are several
design challenges to be addressed before such a system becomes a reality. When hundreds of electrodes are employed
for parallel recording, the transmission ability of the telemetry device (e.g. its bandwidth) becomes insufficient and
power-hungry [1], [2]. Therefore, it is extremely important to
use on-chip electronics for pre-processing and compressing
the recorded data that can be transmitted wirelessly with
very low power dissipation. For closed-loop neural control,
the implantable system must also perform real-time analysis
of spike patterns from multiple channels and recognize
behaviorally relevant patterns in the neural signal.
In order to use the recorded neural information containing
action potentials (spikes in intracellular voltage) mixed with
background noise (biological and electrical), we need to
de-noise the signal and detect the spikes. Such a computational task for online, real-time data analysis and compression requires both efficient signal-processing algorithms
and special-purpose customized hardware to implement them
on-chip, since conventional microprocessor or DSPs would
dissipate too much power and are too large in size for an
implantable device. In this work, we address the issue of digital signal processing for on-chip burst pattern identification,
burst-level representation of neural signal and subsequently,
recognition of meaningful behavior from bursts of neural
activity. By representing neural signals in terms of bursts,
we can achieve large data compression, thus saving precious
bandwidth and reducing power dissipation.
1 Dr.

The experimental animal in our case is an invertebrate
marine mollusk, the sea slug (Aplysia californica). It has
an experimentally attractive nervous system, particularly
because its neuromuscular dynamics can be readily related to
its overall behavior. Studies relating neural activity to muscular dynamics have resulted in identification of well-defined
burst patterns that can be readily correlated with meaningful
behavior in Aplysia. Fig. 1 shows in vivo neural and muscular
recordings from intact, behaving Aplysia during two types
of swallowing behavior [3]. We use multi-resolution wavelet
analysis [4] of recorded signals to de-noise the data, detect
and sort spikes and then determine the on/off timing of a
burst. Next, a hierarchical vocabulary is built to maintain
spikes from different neurons, develop higher-order symbols
in terms of bursts and recognize behaviorally meaningful
burst patterns across multiple channels from in vivo neural
and muscular recordings.
II. RELATED WORK
Major tasks to be performed by the digital signal processing unit are de-noising, detection of spikes, spike sorting,
detection of bursts, efficient representation of spike data (for
data compression) and recognition of meaningful patterns
(that relate to the overall behavior of an animal) from
the multi-channel recorded signal. Previous efforts at spike
detection have been aimed at using simple thresholding
schemes, with or without an adaptive threshold [5]. The
existing hardware solutions for data compression and spike
detection are based on thresholding schemes that do not
preserve spike shapes [6], [7]. Wavelet-based detection has
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wavelet analysis is used to de-noise the recorded signal
efficiently (Fig. 3(a)) by removing the background electrical
and biological noise and localizing the action potentials,
which can be detected using a simple thresholding step.
Considering the challenges of hardware implementation [16],
we use the lifting approach for wavelet decomposition. Also,
the fixed threshold for spike detection [15] is supplanted with
a threshold estimation method using the mean and variance
of wavelet-domain samples corresponding to noise.
2) Spike Sorting: Spike sorting is required to classify
the spikes in an extracellular recording based on the source
neuron. Based on the window discriminator algorithm [3]
for spike sorting, we have developed a clustering approach
(Fig. 3(c)) for spike disambiguation from the wavelet domain
representation of the signal. By using four significant wavelet
coefficients of the recorded signal as our dimensions of
interest, we can sort spikes based on both amplitude and
frequency components. This allows classifying spikes of similar shape and amplitude as a single alphabet symbol of the
vocabulary. The thresholds for clustering depend on the noise
level and are chosen using a supervised training process.
As a result of spike sorting, each channel of extracellular
data is decomposed into multiple sub-channels; each subchannel consisting of spikes of similar shape (i.e. belonging
to a single cluster), as shown in Fig. 3(d).
3) Burst Identification and Representation: The characteristics of bursts of neural activity, like the frequencies of
occurrence of particular spike shapes in a particular channel,
contain significant information regarding the behavior of the
specific neuron corresponding to that channel. This leads to
a hierarchical formation of higher-level symbols (referred as
“words”) in the vocabulary. In the proposed approach, burst
identification is based on monitoring the inter-spike interval
or firing frequency for each spike shape that constitutes a
particular sub-channel. If the inter-spike interval is less than
a pre-defined threshold of 0.25 sec (determined through an
initial supervised training phase), the spikes are grouped
together as a burst. Once the onset and offset of a burst
are identified, we investigate the use of two types of burst
representation. In the first one, we use the representative
spike shape (alphabet symbol) for the burst, average firing
frequency and burst duration. In the second representation,
we replace the average firing frequency by a more accurate
trajectory of inter-spike intervals. Clearly, the first representation provides better compression, while the second one trades
off compression for better reconstruction quality (Fig. 4).
4) Behaviorally Meaningful Pattern Recognition: Activity
recorded from individual neurons may not convey significant information regarding the behavior of the animal. For
instance, the difference between two types of swallowing
activities in Aplysia lies in the timing and intensity of firing
in different neurons controlling the excitation or inhibition of
relevant muscles, which are responsible for jaw movement
[3]. Hence, the words encoding activity in individual neurons
(recorded across multiple channels) must be combined to
extract behaviorally significant information. This leads to
the next level of hierarchy in the vocabulary development,

Fig. 2. Flow-chart of the burst identification and behaviorally relevant
pattern recognition algorithm.

also been investigated before [8], [9], but not in the context
of compression of multi-channel data, pattern recognition or
closed-loop neural control. Its use for on-chip spike detection
and de-noising is a recent innovation [10], [11]. Common
techniques for spike sorting include independent component
analysis [12], wavelet transform [13] and template matching
[14]. However, most of these methods do not address spike
reconstruction, burst identification and simultaneous multichannel spike analysis.
Earlier, we developed a simple vocabulary-based algorithm
to identify distinct spike shapes and encode spike information
in terms of alphabet symbols in the vocabulary [15]. This
was accomplished by identifying distinct hyperclusters in
the wavelet domain, corresponding to distinct spike shapes.
It helps in achieving significant data compression while
preserving the shape of the detected spikes [15]. Here, the
algorithm is extended to burst-level neural pattern analysis.
III. BURST RECOGNITION AND
REPRESENTATION
The proposed neuronal signal analysis approach can be
explained with the flow diagram depicted in Fig. 2. Input
to the algorithm is the digitized recorded neural signal,
broken into fixed-size (32 samples) overlapping windows.
The output is compressed neural data encoded as packets
containing wavelet domain information about the detected
spikes. The main steps of the approach are described below:
1) Spike Detection: Based on our previous vocabularybased approach [15] for spike detection, multi-resolution
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Fig. 3. (a) Spike detection results on 3 channels of pre-recorded neural data. (b) Spike sorting results showing different spike shapes being isolated from
noisy data. (c) Clustering technique used for sorting spikes in a 9 second recording from BN2. (d) Spike sorting results into 3 separate sub-channels.

which involves construction of syntactically and semantically
correct “phrases” and “sentences” (again, encoded with a
number of bits). Simultaneous encoding of bursts of spikes
in multiple channels can lead to significantly higher data
compression than existing approaches along with behaviorspecific pattern recognition.

Compression Ratio (CR) is computed as the ratio of data
representing raw digitized neural signal to the data required
to send encoded information. The raw signal contains 10 bits
for each sample point. CR is computed for three cases: 1)
spike information in the wavelet domain; 2) burst information
(with average firing frequency); and 3) burst information
(with actual trajectory of inter-spike intervals). Case 1 outputs a packet for each detected spike, containing information
of the channel number (2 bits), window number (10 bits) and
each wavelet coefficient (10 bits). In Case 2, the output data
packets contain information about the sub-channel number (4
bits), number of spike containing windows (10 bits), starting
window number (10 bits) and average inter-spike interval in
terms of number of windows (10 bits). Case 3 contains, in
addition to the other information in Case 2, a list of each
window number. Example values from a 9 sec recording of
biting behavior from four channels are plotted in Fig. 4(a).
The trade-off between compression ratio and reconstruction
quality is evident from the deteriorating quality of signal
reconstructed from burst-level encoding as compared to that
obtained from spike-level representation (Fig. 4(b)).

IV. RESULTS
Simulations are carried out on wired in vivo extracellular
neural recordings from the buccal nerves of Aplysia. The
data contains simultaneous recordings from three nerves the Radula Nerve (RN), Buccal Nerve 2 (BN2) and Buccal
Nerve 3 (BN3), as well as simultaneous EMG recordings
from the I2 muscle. The actual behavior of the animal is
noted from video recordings of the behaving animal. We
used MATLAB as our simulation platform [17].
Spike detection results are plotted in Fig. 3(a) for three
channels. A small window of recording (∼ 120 msec) is
shown for each channel with the de-noised spike signal
superimposed on the original noisy data, to highlight the
reconstruction quality. Spike sorting results for BN2 recordings are shown in Fig. 3(b). The three distinct spike shapes
are highlighted in Fig. 3(b) by enlarging a small portion of
the signal (200 msec). Fig. 3(c) shows the multi-dimensional
wavelet coefficient based clustering approach that results in
three clusters of spikes comprising of all detected spikes in
BN2 for the entire length of recording (9 sec). The spike
clustering approach results into three separate sub-channels
as shown in Fig. 3(d). An isolated occurrence of a specific
spike shape that occurred in all four channels simultaneously
was classified in a separate cluster as an artifact (Fig. 3(c)).

Results on the effectiveness of burst identification are
shown in Fig. 5 for several samples of two types of feeding
behavior in Aplysia - swallowing and biting. The timing of
onset of the burst corresponding to large spikes in BN2,
indicated by the rectangular envelope and the level of activity
in BN3 are markedly different in the two behavioral patterns.
These observations are also confirmed by previous studies of
feeding behaviors [3]. Swallowing (intake of grasped food)
is characterized by a weak protraction and a strong retraction
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Fig. 4. (a) Compression ratio values are compared for multi-channel recorded data of ∼ 9 second duration. (b) The reconstructed signal (superimposed
over original noisy signal) for the largest spikes in channel BN3 is shown for the three cases to demonstrate the deterioration in reconstruction quality
with increase in compression. Case 3 provides a good balance between compression and signal quality.

(a)
Fig. 5.

(b)

Behaviorally meaningful neural pattern recognition for multiple instances of (a) biting and (b) swallowing.

while biting (attempt to grasp food) is marked by a stronger
protraction and weaker retraction of the buccal mass.
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V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have addressed the problem of burst
identification from extracellular neural signals and recognition of behaviorally meaningful patterns across multiple
channels to assist closed-loop neural prosthesis applications.
Simultaneously, it is important to represent neural signals
in a compressed form to enable wireless transmission of
multi-channel recorded signals over a limited bandwidth
channel with ultra-low power dissipation. We have presented
investigation results for spike detection, sorting and burst
identification leading to behavioral pattern recognition for a
simple experimental model, Aplysia. Such a pattern recognition approach can provide an effective tool for a closed-loop
neural prosthesis in higher-order vertebrate systems.
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